
Frequently Asked Questions—CMP Bath Division Customers

How might the NuWhirl acquisition of the CMP Bath Division impact my business?
We are excited about what this acquisition means for our Bath Division customers. This
transaction will allow NuWhirl to expand product lines and focus on industry-specific offerings.

Will product warranties or the warranty process change?
There will be no immediate change to the current warranty or warranty process regarding CMP
Bath products. Products sold under the CMP brand will be honored under its warranty, terms,
and conditions. Products sold under the NuWhirl name will be honored under its warranty,
terms, and conditions. In the event that a change is implemented, NuWhirl will notify you in
advance.

Will existing orders be affected in any way?
The acquisition will have no immediate impact on existing orders or pricing. All existing orders
will be processed as normal prior to and throughout the acquisition process. Any changes to
product fulfillment will be to better serve you. NuWhirl will reach out accordingly regarding any
changes to the order process and pricing.

Will there be any changes to existing CMP Bath Products brands?
CMP Bath Products and brands will immediately be branded NuWhirl. Specific product names
and brands will be integrated with the NuWhirl product line on a case-by-case basis. NuWhirl
will provide customers with new sales and marketing resources through its customer sales
support channels.

How will I be notified of any changes that could impact my normal course of business?
Maintaining clear and timely communication with customers is the highest priority. NuWhirl will
notify you of any changes that could impact your business.

Will sales, service, support or warranty contacts change? Who do I call with questions?
In the short term and to avoid disruption, customers may continue to contact CMP for
assistance. NuWhirl will reach out to you soon with new contact information.
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